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begun to wear away. Would Mike be able
to come back in five years, take one look
at my face and say, "See, Miss Huntley,
you got it now ... You don't care anymore. That's the way it's supposed to
be."? What if he did? Even worse, what if
I ran to the mirror and found my own reflection staring back at me saying,
"Whew! What a relief. It is still you, Amy.
Don't worry. You haven't changed."
What if I grew so accustomed to my reflection that I never saw it changing and
never realized that I didn't care about
the kids, didn't care whether or not they
learned?
May the mirror crack and break with
the curse of that reflection should that
ever happen.
And if I don't stop caring? I then wondered. It's the caring, fighting the battle
everyday, that drains a teacher dry. If I
continue to care as much as I cared the
first month I taught, what would that
mirror show me in the future? The curse
of a cracked and broken teacher?
Perhaps the challenge is one of accepting limitations, continuing to work,
and care, attempting to reach beyond
them, but forgiving myself when the
stretch is beyond me. Perhaps self-forgiveness is what allows one to keep
trying without giving up ... a lesson I
learned from Mike a few weeks after his
Crusader comment.
Mike was a fascinating student. He
was a nineteen-year-old with a passion
for history. I found his understanding of
history alarming, partly because he challenged my every statement about history. "Ah, Miss Huntley," he said once,

"Face it, Miss Huntley. No one cares."
"What?" I looked at Mike, one of my
fifth hour world history students, in surprise. This seemed to be a nonsequitor in
our conversation-we had been discussing the behavior of one of his
friends.
"See ... no one cares about this school
stuff, y'know, learning." Then as an after
thought he added, "Except you. And
that's only because it's your first year
out of college. You're still a Crusader
who thinks she can change the world."
Observation on the part of Mike
Tyman was certainly not an entirely unheard of phenomenon.
However, it was sometimes an unwelcome one.
As soon as Mike compared me to a
Crusader, I felt attacked, vulnerable, but
hoped I wasn't showing it. How dare this
student cross the boundaries of my
"teacher self' to invade my personality
and do some kind of psychoanalytic
probing on it? I wondered. How dare he
ascribe my deepseated feelings of determination to be a good teacher to simple
naivete, assuming that those feelings
would wear down as the rough edges of
a rock wear away with tides to leave a
smooth stone for people to walk across?
I was more dedicated than that-I would
preserve my intensity about my mission ... wouldn't I?
What had scared me the most about
Mike's comment, what caused me to feel
attacked, was the itching fear that he
might be ... right. By the end of my first
year of teaching, the roughest stone
edges of my determination had already
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"this isn't a picture of Harold II, the king
of England who died in 1066. It's a picture of Harold III, the King of Norway,
who died in the battle in 1066. See, that's
why he's crossing the channel. He's
coming from Norway." Mike was right.
But I wasn't alarmed just because he
caught me in my errors. I was alarmed
because he was a particularly well informed racist, prone to citing statistics
in whole class discussions about the
number of black people on welfare and
trying to use that as an argument that
"blacks are lazy." Having come from a
difficult background himself, he'd wave
off as inconsequential any of my arguments about educational opportunities,
modelling at home ...
"How many black people do you
know?" I asked once.
"A lot. One of 'ems a good friend of
mine. Great guy. But he's different. Most
black people aren't like him."
"How would he feel to hear you say
that?"
"He'd agree."
I wanted to hand him twenty books.
But he wouldn't read them.
I was especially frustrated by my inability to help Mike see his own racism
because I liked him so much. He was
charming-when he wanted to be, intelligent, helpful to some of the other students in the class, and-as a general
rule-agreeable to what I had to teach
him. I could even give him extra assignments. I could say to him, "Mike, you're
lazy! You're slacking off. You haven't
read that excerpt of Machiavelli's yet."
He'd reply, "I know. Maybe I'll do it
tonight-if I feel like it." It'd take several
days for him to complete it, but eventually he did. He knew I put in extra effort for
him, and he frequently returned the favor
by doing for me that which he was better
at than I was-that is to say, controlling
the behavior of the rest of the class. He
had an aptitude for leadership, and when
he told the class to be quiet .. .it was.
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But his leadership ability created
within me an even greater sense of urgency concerning his racism, and I believed that anyone with such potential
could be brought to see his own
racism-given a good teacher. And I
made continual effort to reach Mike on
the issue.
There were even some moments
when I thought I was winning this battle
with Mike. At one point, my students
had to spend an hour lying on the floor
under their desks, at very close quarters
with one another, while I had a cassette
playing waves in the background. I gave
students explicit information on what
they might have expected on a slave ship
had they been captured Africans, and
then I read to them narratives from
slaves who'd experienced the Atlantic
Crossing. "I treat my dog better than
this," Mike said in disgust after the experience.
But then, after all of the effort I'd put
into finding a way to help Mike understand racism, at the end of the year,
while we were reading about modem
day problems in Africa, he said, "I don't
understand why the Europeans, when
they first went into Africa didn't just
blow the Africans off the face of the
earth. It would have saved a lot of
trouble."
This being the final week of school,
there were only a few grains of sand left
in the top of the glass, and I knew they'd
fall to the bottom before I'd reach this
student. The comment was more than
just another racist statement by Mike
Tyman. It was a realization for me. One
that started a chain of frustration within
me, the hot kind that builds from the
center, pushing forward like a blast of
heat, catching a student full force. "I
can't believe you said that after everything we've talked about this year!" I
nearly shouted, the disgust in my voice
completely undisguised. For a brief
second, Mike was taken aback, but he
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brushes and paper. Laying in my
boyfriend's arms, listening to him talk
about his calculus class, I was stalked by
images of him with head shaved, eyes
staring hopelessly onward, his own
claw-like hands scratching at the bones
of his face. I thought it might be better to
never love again than to live with the
fear that another person could so dehumanize anyone I loved.
I decided instead to become a history
teacher. I had a mission.
Perhaps my mission had come to
mean too much to me, and that's why
Mike's comment was so devastating to
me.
My final week of school proceeded
with a dullness of mind as I tried not to
think about where to place the blame for
the failure of my mission, or how to
teach in the future.
But summer vacation gave me some
time to recover, and I was able, eventually, to forgive myself for my failure because ... perhaps I hadn't really failed. All
my time and effort hadn't been wasted.
There were other kids in the class, kids
like Susan Sandberg.
Three days after the slave ship simulation I'd done with students, Susan had
come up to me in the hallway and announced, loudly, among the morning
swell of students moving past us, "Ms.
Huntley, I had a dream about you."
"What did you dream?"
She laughed. "It was weird. Don't ask
me why, but you wouldn't let us go to
lunch. And you wouldn't tell us why. I
was really mad at you. So we went to tell
Mr. Jenkins, but he wouldn't do anything
about it. So we protested and marched up
and down the hallways. But it turns out
that you were tricking us. You had it all
planned out and Mr. Jenkins was part of
it. You were trying to teach us what it
was like to go without food the way some
people in the world do. We were so mad
at you. I must have been really hungry."

appeared to recover a peaceful, righteous equilibrium within seconds,
shrugging.
My frustration took much longer to
dissipate, and every inch of it that
flowed out of me was replaced with a
growing depression that surrounded
what I considered to be the inevitable
truth: had I been Adolf Hitler's teacher,
the Holocaust still would have occurred;
I couldn't change the world, Crusader
that I was.
It was a heavy and even unfair expectation I'd placed on myself, trying to
change the world. But my desire to
become a history teacher had been born
from that very expectation.
I had always hated history in high
school. It meant too many dates to memorize. There were too many tests on vocabulary that remained meaningless to
me even when I could give its
definition.
· I decided to minor in history while
taking a history class my sophomore
year of college to fulfill my general education requirements. While studying the
Holocaust we watched a movie that included live footage of concentration
camps. I was sickened at the intimations
the movie made about the use Nazis had
made of the body parts of concentration
camp victims-skin for paper, hair for
blankets, tooth fillings for gold. The
sight of mutilated, yet living humans,
leaving the research labs of Mengele
made me ashamed to share a human heritage with the Nazis. The image of bulldozers clearing a path through dead
bodies became imprinted permanently
upon my brain as I watched skin
stretched skeletons flopping stiffly
against each other. For an absurd and
staggering moment, I tried to count the
bodies so that I could name them later.
After watching that movie, I went on
a crying jag that lasted a week My roommate became annoyed with my sudden
and inexplicable tears, triggered by hair
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"Or really angry at me?" I had
suggested.
"Oh, no. I don't think so. Just hungry."
Or hungry and angry, I thought.
It shouldn't have been a surprise my
students thought I might go so far as to
starve them to make a point, to help
them understand the experiences of
other people in the world. That understanding would bring to them anger,
pain and disco'm fort, just as it had
brought those to me. That discomfort
meant I had been successful in helping
Susan understand the injustice of the
world. But I hadn't left her alone in the
face of it. She had acquired a sense of
empowerment as well; she believed she
could march up and down the hall to
protest injustice.
Susan Sandberg's dream gave me hope
that she, and others, would not follow the
Mike Tymans of this world without first
examining their own convictions.
And by the end of the summer, I even
knew that it was possible I hadn't failed

,tr,~~IDit

with Mike, either. There was the remote
chance that someday, something in
Mike's environment or experiences
would trigger a faint memory and a veritable closet door would be flung wide,
spilling upon him the burden of the realization that racism was part of a cruel
and unjust world.
But more importantly, I learned that
part of caring is knowing how much to
invest personally in my students' successes and failures, and how to forgive
myself for not accomplishing every goal
I have with students. It is forgiving
myself that allows me to look in the
mirror and see myself in the foreground,
shadows of Susan, Mike and skeletal
faces in the background: I am a
Crusader still.
Amy Huntley teaches at Kinawa
Middle School in Okemos, Michigan.
''Mirror Mirror" was written during
participation in the Red Cedar Writing
Project, a site of the National Wrtiting
Project, during the summer of 1993.
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Unscramble these four Jumbles, t = = = i
one letter to each square, to form
four ordinary words.

Silence-before,
during and

I

I BAYSS
l r J ()
I LOBATj
I I [ I
TRIMOP

I [X]
I

LOCASE

I []

after ctass!!!
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iHfY r,1c;m'T LIKE
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JN~CTOR' ~ECAUSS
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Now arrange the circled letters to
form the surprise answer, as suggested by the above cartoon.

Prlnta,:,swerhere:

'THEIR' MA11i

HE ALWAYS 6AVE
iHEMiHIS.

[]
"(I I III I I)''

Answers on page 26
Reprinted by permission of Tribune Media Services, Inc.
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